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ABSTRACT 
It will be shown that given any element X in a simple Lie algebra 5? over C, 
there exists a Y E 9. such that the Lie algebra generated by X and Y is 9. The result 
is extended to the real semisimple Lie algebras. In some sense the main theorem of 
this paper can be regarded as an extension of Morozov-Jacobson theorem concerning 
three dimensional simple Lie algebras (see the remark at the end of Sec. 4). A new 
property of a special class of regular elements, known as the cyclic elements, is given. 
INTRODUCTION 
Kuranishi [1] proved that for any finite dimensional semisimple Lie 
algebra 9 over a field F of characteristic zero there exist two elements 
X, Y E 2 which generate 9. Kuranishi’s proof is given for abstract Lie 
algebras. 
To the author’s knowledge there has been no attempt either in [l] or 
elsewhere to characterize the set of possible generators. The purpose of this 
paper is to give such a characterization. 
It will be shown that given any element X, in a simple Lie algebra 2 
over C there exists a Y E 2 such that the Lie algebra generated by X and Y 
is 2. The result is extended to the real semisimple Lie algebras. 
*This work was supported by the U.S. Office of Naval Research under the Joint Services 
Electronics Program by Contract NOOO14-67-A-0298-0006. 
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The paper is divided into five sections. After an introductory section 
containing the main definitions and notions concerning semisimple Lie 
algebras, in Sec. 2 we state without proving the main result of this paper. In 
Sec. 3 we introduce the notion of generating sequences of roots as we give a 
number of lemmas needed for the proof of the main theorem, which is the 
subject of Sec. 4. We conclude with several applications of the results 
obtained to the simple Lie algebra G2 (Sec. 5). 
1. NOTATION: LIE ALGEBRA REVIEW 
In this section we give the notation to be used and provide a brief 
summary of the main definition associated with simple Lie algebras. Further 
details may be found in Jacobson [2] and Samelson [3]. 
1.1 
A Lie algebra 2 is a vector space over a field F in which there is defined 
a multiplication operation that associates with each X and Y in % another 
element in 2 denoted by [X, Y]. This operation is bilinear antisymmetric and 
also satisfies the Jacobi identity. In this paper we will consider F to be the 
field of complex numbers unless otherwise stated. A subspace % of i”- is 
called an ideal if and only if for all X E 037, and all Y E 2, [X, Y] E ti?L. We 
write [L%,e]~U??7_. The subspace [g.,u2]=2’ is an ideal in 2. If ir2 has no 
ideals beside 0 and 2 and g’#O, then it is called a simple Lie algebra. 
An ideal UJc is called solvable if the series 
terminates-i.e., v%(h) =0 for some h. A Lie algebra is called semisimple if it 
has no solvable ideals. Every semisimple Lie algebra can be written as a 
direct sum of simple subalgebras [3, p. 261. A Lie algebra 2 is said to be 
generated by a finite set S if 2 is the smallest linear space containing S 
which is closed under the bracket operation [. , *I. We denote { S } A = 2. 
The linear transformation % -+ 2 given by X+[X, Y], X, Y E 2 is called 
the adjoint transformation ad,. 
Let 2 be a semisimple Lie algebra over C. An element X E 2 is called 
semisimple if ad, is diagonalizable. An element X E 2 is called nilpotent if 
ad, is nilpotent. 
Every element X E %? can be uniquely written (the Jordan decomposi- 
tion) as X= X, + X,, [X,,X,] =O, where X, is semisimple, X, is nilpotent, 
and X,, X, E !z?, [2, p, 98, Theorem 161. 
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An element X E 2 is called regular if the multiplicity of the characteris- 
tic root zero of ad, is minimal with respect to all other elements in 2. 
A maximal Abelian subalgebra of 2 whose elements are semisimple is 
called a Curtan subalgebra. Every semisimple Lie algebra contains a Cartan 
subalgebra. Given a regular element h E 2, the set 
H={XE%:(ad,)X=O} 
is a Cartan subalgebra for 2. 
The round parenthesis (. , .) will denote in the sequel the bilinear form 
(X, Y) = tr(ad,*ad,), X,YE2, 
where tr is the trace operator. This form is known as the Killing form of 2~. 
(X,Y), X,YEa, is called nondegenerate if (X, Y) = 0 for all Y E 2 implies 
X = 0. It is well known [2, p. 66701 that the Killing form is nondegenerate if 
and only if 2 is semisimple. 
The main property of semisimple Lie algebras underlying the proofs of 
the results given in the sequel is the existence for any such Lie algebra of a 
special basis called a canonical basis. It is given in terms of certain linear 
functionals, called roots, defined on a Cartan subalgebra. For the definitions 
and properties of the roots we have used the reference [2], pp. a-67 and pp. 
108-128. Specifically we refer to the following notions: system of simple 
roots, positice roots [2, p. 119, Lemma 1; p. 120, Definition 1, Theorem XV], 
maximal root [2, p. 213; p. 215, Theorem 21, Curtun matrix [2, p. 1211, 
canonical basis [2, pp. 121-1261. 
Depending upon the form of the Cartan matrix, there are nine classes of 
simple Lie algebras over C. Four of them, called cZussicuZ, correspond to the 
Lie algebras of traceless skew symmetric and Hamiltonian matrices. The rest 
of five, called exceptional Lie algebras, also admit matrix representation. We 
refer to Samelson’s book [3], p. 38, for the notion of faithful representation of 
a Lie algebra, which will be encountered quite often below. 
Although the main result given in this paper is valid for an abstract 
semisimple Lie algebra over C, it was found more convenient to state it in 
terms of an n-diensional faithful representation of such algebra. 
1.2 
Let 2 be a Lie algebra over C. Let GL( 2 ) denote the group of all 
nonsingular endomorphisms of 2. We recall that an endomorphism of a 
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vector space V (in particular of a Lie algebra) simply means a linear mapping 
of V into itself. Denote by 9, the vector space of all endomorphisms of 9 
regarded as a Lie algebra under the bracket operation [. , .I. The mapping 
X+adx, X E 2 is a homomorphism of 9 onto a subalgebra adczJ of “a,. 
Denote by G the group 
G = exp(adc9)) = { exp(adx): X E g}. 
G is called the adjoint group and is a normal subgroup of Aut(%) (the group 
of all automorphisms of 9), which is a closed subgroup of GL(%). 
Two elements X and Y in ??, are called conjugate if there exists U E G 
such that U.X= Y. 
IfX,YEg aresuchthat {X,Y}.=2,itisclearthat {u.X,LJ*Y}.=2. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
Let 9 be a semisimple Lie algebra over the real field R. Any such 
algebra can be written as the direct sum of simple ideals [3, p. 261: 
and [%,, ?$I=0 for all i#i~(l,..., s). 
We now can state the main result of this paper: 
THEOREM. Let 2 denote a finite dimensional faithful representation of 
a semisimple Lie algebra over R. Then for any X which has nontrivial 
projections on all the simple ideals of 2, there exists a Y such that 
{X,Y}*= a. 
It suffices to show that for any Xi in the simple Lie algebras ai there 
exists Yi such that {Xi,Yi}A=2i, i=l,...,s. Indeed, write XE2 as X= 
Zi_iXi, X,#O, XiE ai. Then clearly {X,Zs=lYi}A= 2. 
It was found convenient to prove first the theorem when 2 is a simple 
Lie algebra over the complex field and then extend the result to the real Lie 
algebras (Sec. 4.2). 
Henceforth we refer to 9 as to a n-dimensional faithful representation of 
a simple Lie algebra over C. 
In the next section we give a number of lemmas regarding the root 
structure of simple Lie algebras, needed for the proof of the main result. 
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We begin with certain facts concerning the Cartan matrix of a complex 
simple Lie algebra 2. As is known [2, pp. 121-1261, the Cartan matrix Aci,iJ, 
i,i=l,*.*, 1, where 1 is the dimension of a Cartan subalgebra of 9, uniquely 
determines the structure of 2. It is then natural to expect that given X E 2, 
the existence of a second element Y E “2 such that {X, Y }A = 5?! should 
somehow depend on A(i,j). 
Let H denote a Cartan subalgebra of 9 and A a system of roots of 2 
determined by H. Also let { (~i,. . . , aI} be a simple system of roots for A, and 
4=& ni.(Yi, ni Ez+ denote the maximal positive root in A. The nondegen- 
eracy of the Killing form on 9, implies that if p( .) is a linear function on H, 
then there exists a unique element h, E H such that 
tr(ad,.adh,)=(h,hp)=p(h). 
The mapping p+h, of H* into H is surjective and 1: 1, where H* denotes 
the vector space dual of H. If p, (I E H* one can define (with a slight abuse of 
notation) 
(~>a) = (h,>h,). (2) 
Then 
(P>o)=o(h,)=+,). (3) 
It is immediate that (p, u) is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on 
H* (see [2], p. 110). Since the set of roots A are linear functionals on H, 
(a,/?) is well defined by (3) for cr,p EA. 
Let {ar,...,r&{ fir,..., ,l3,} be two sequences of distinct roots in A. 
Denote by B,., the matrix [( pi, r,)], i = 1,. . . , s; j = 1,. . . , m. Bv the definition 
of the Cartan matrix Aci,il it follows that there 
such that 
B,B,n = UAc,,iJVT, 
In particular one can find U and V such that 
exist ‘UEdsxr, VERmX’ 
(4) 
(5) 
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which will be called the augmented Cartan matrix of ‘2. Clearly rank B,,+ = 1 
and no two columns in Ba + are identical. This is also valid for the submatrix 
of B,,+ formed by the first’m rows and I + 1 columns, whenever m > I - 2, for 
all classes of complex simple Lie algebras, assuming 1> 1. (See [4], pp. 
23-280.) 
LEMMA 3.1.1. For any sequence of distinct roots {TV,. , . ,r,,,} in A, the 
matrix 
Ba,~= [iai>Tj)]> i=l,...,l; j=l,...,m, 
has no two columns identical. 
Proof. Assume ( oi, T& = ( (Y~, rj’i,) for all i = 1,. . . ,I and for some jr # jz E 
{I,..., m}. Clearly this implies (8, ril) = (6, riJ for all 6 E A. But then 7iil, riiz 
will have the same coefficients when expressed in terms of the simple roots. 
Hence riI = 7rn which gives a contradiction. n 
We now can prove the following lemma needed in Section 4. 
LEMMA 3.1.2. Let 2 be a simple Lie algebra over C, H a Car-tan 
subalgebra and A a system of roots for it determined by H. Let { aI,. . . , q} 
denote a set of simple roots in A. Then for any sequence of distinct roots 
{yi} in A, i=l,..., r, r > 2, there exists an element X E H such that yi,(X)# 
yi,(X)#Ofor any i,#i,E{l,...,r}. 
Proof. From Lemma 1 it follows that one can choose a vector h= 
[X ~,...,XJER such that hBu,y is a vector with distinct nonzero components. 
The kth component of AB,,, is given by (XB,,,),=~I=,Xi(“i,yk)=yk(~:E=lXi. 
h,, ), and the result follows with X = E:= ,Xi-h,, . Clearly X is not unique. n 
COROLLARY, In any Cartan subalgebra H of a simple Lie algebra 2 
over C there exists a regular element such that a(x) # p (x) #O for any 2 
roots a,/3 EA. 
Proof. Replacing the sequence { yi} by the set of all roots A in the 
lemma, the result follows. X is regular because a(~) #O for all (YEA [2, p. 
2741. W 
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3.2 
A sequence of roots {pi}, i=l,..., s will be called a generating sequence 
for a system of roots 4 if the set of roots 
{ pi,pi+pi,pi+p,+~~~ +&, i,j ,..., lc=l,...,. s} (8) 
m 
for some m is 4 itself. One can prove by a counting argument that no set of 1 
or fewer roots can form a generating sequence for 4. The generating 
sequences of minimal “length” are { LY~,.  . , q, - J/} and { - cyi, . . . , - al, I)}. 
It is interesting (and necessary for what we have to prove) to find how 
the generating sequences can be associated with certain elements in the Lie 
algebra 2. In particular, Lemma 3.2.2 in the sequel relates the existence of a 
generating sequence with the semisimple elements in the algebra. To see this 
we need first the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.2.1. Let 9 be a simple Lie algebra over C, H a Cartan 
subalgebra, 4 a system of roots determined by H. Denote by T = {a,, , . . , a,}, 
1> 1, the simple roots in 4. Then: 
(a) For every ai E 7~, there exists a root aI E z- such that ai + ai is a root, 
i # i. 
(b) For the algebras A,, Bt, C,, Dt, G,, F4, the quantity ai_ 1 + q, i = 2,. . . ,I, 
is positive root in 4. 
(c) For the algebras E,, E,, E,, the quantity ai_ 1 + q is a root for i > 4. 
Proof. Part (a) follows from the statement that the simple roots are 
indecomposable, or equivalently, the Dynkin diagram is connnected. Parts 
(b) and (c) f 11 o ow from observing to which roots (Y~ is connected in the 
diagram. H 
We can now prove the first important result of this paper: 
LEMMA 3.2.2. Let 9, be a finite dimensional faithful representation of a 
simple Lie algebra over C, H a Cartan subalgebra and 4 a system of roots 
determined by H. Let { aI,. . . , q} be a set of simple roots in 4. Then for any 
X E H there exists a generating sequence of roots { ri}, i = 1,. . . , s, in 4 such 
that 
tr( X.h,,) #O, i”=1,...,s, h, E H. (9) 
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Proof * l Since the simple roots span H *, it follows that for any X#O in 
H there is a simple root oi such that (Y~ (X) #O. Let ii,. . . , j,,, be all indices 
such that ai, #O, arranged so that ii < ja < . . . < j,,,. If 9 is not of the 
type E,, E, or E,, let j,, = 0 and define the following sequence of roots Z as 
follows: 
Z={+(a,+..* +arJIj*_,<K<j,,r=l,..., m} 
U{~+“i,~T=l’...‘m}U{+-(Clli,+~‘~ +a,)jj,<Kd}. (10) 
From Lemma 3.2.1 it follows that Z is a generating set. Moreover, if we 
denote by { ri}, i = 1,. . . , s, the elements of Z, one can verify that 
Ti(X)#O, i=l,...,s. (II) 
But it is known that for any faithful representation of a complex simple Lie 
algebra, (A,B) = tr(ad,.ad,) = mtr(A,B) for some positive integer m [5, pp. 
l&15]. Therefore (11) implies tr(X.h,)#O, i= l,...,s, where h,, are the 
elements in H corresponding to the roots vi. 
If 2 is one of the algebras E,, E,, E,, (10) and (11) remain unchanged if 
ji # 1,2. If ii = 1, Z will be replaced by 
Z’={a,, - ~1~(~1+~g),-(~1+~g),(~1+~g+(Yq), 
Equation (12) provides a generating sequence with the property (11). If 
ji = 2, then interchanging (pi with (~a and replacing (pi + (~a by (~a+ (Ye in (12), 
one obtains again a generating sequence. n 
We can now proceed with the proof of our main result. 
4. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
4.1 
We state again the theorem. 
THEOREM. Let 5? be a finite dimensional faithful representation of a 
complex simple Lie algebra. Then for any X E 2 there exists a Y E 2 such 
that {X,Y},= 2. 
'I am grateful to the referee for simplifying my proof. 
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Denote by n the dimension of the representation space. As mentioned in 
Sec. 1.1, X can be uniquely written X=X, + X,, where X, is a semisimple 
element in 2, X,,, is a nilpotent element in it and [X,, X,] = 0. 
It is convenient to divide the proof into three parts, assuming X= Xs, 
X = X, and finally X = X, + X,, and give separate proofs for each case. 
The Case X = X,. It is well known [6, p. 119, Theorem II] that every 
semisimple element in 2 can be imbedded in a Cartan subalgebra. So let H 
denote the Cartan subalgebra containing X,. Let A be a system of roots in 0, 
determined by H. From Lemma 3.22 we know that there exists a generating 
sequence of roots for A, viz. { ri}, i = 1,. . . ,s, such that 
tr( X.&J 10, j=l,...,s, (13) 
where h,,, E H, and that (13) implies 
(m,)=7ii(X)#0, i=l,..., s. (14) 
Then the characteristic roots of the restriction of ad, to 2,,!n, + EV2 + . . . + 
a -n, 7 t21n, being one dimensional root spaces of 2, are all different from zero, 
and so this restriction of ad, is nonsingular. 
Renumber the roots ri so that ri(X)= .. . =vJX); T+,+~(X)=. . . = 
7$+jl(X); . *. ; ~il+...+i”_l+l(X)=. . . = n,(X); and there are v distinct val- 
ues. Choose 
so that h ‘B, n , has distinct components, say ql,. ..,q,, and let 
(15) 
Now let 
%= E~i,+,*+...+I_,+,+ *. . +E77.8 , 
280 
Then 
ad, Y 
ad; Y 
= 
ad”, Y 
Now the matrix with L 
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“j&Y Tji,+iz(X) . . . Ts(X) z, 
7$(X) “l;+iz(x) . * . tw %2 
rfi:(x) “i:+;,(x) . . . r;(x) i, 
the a(X)‘s is invertible, because it is a Vandermonde 
matrix with the determinant equal to Jl,,,[~~l+...+j~(X)-~i,+...+j_(X)] 
and the parenthesis is nonzero for k< m. So we can solve for the Z’s in 
terms of ad,Y ,..., ad’xY. That is, Z, ,..., Z,E{X,Y}.. 
If the values am,..., r,(X) are all distinct, the proof is finished; for 
then v = s and Z, = E?,,, . . . , 2, = E?, all belong to ( X, Y } A. 
If they are not distinct, then we can conclude 
z,+*.. +Z,= i E,=QE{X,Y} and R=Y-QE{X,Y}A, 
i=l 
r 
a&(Q) 
a&(Q) 
adi 
r 
91 92 ” ’ 9s E?,, 
9: 92” . *. 9: ET, 
= 
. . . . (16) 
* . 
. . 
91s 92s . . . 9: ET, 
By the choice of the h’s, the 9’s are all distinct, and so the coefficient matrix 
is invertible, and we are done. 
The Cuse X = X, (i.e., the semisimple part of the Jordan decomposition 
of X, is zero). From the Morojov-Jacobson theorem [2, p. 1001 it follows that 
there exist a semisimple element F E 52 and a nilpotent element F’ E 2 such 
that [F,X,] = X,, [F, F’] = - F’, [X,, F’] = F, i.e., { F,X,,F’} form a basis for 
a three dimensional simple subalgebra. Since F is semisimple, it can be 
imbedded in a Cartan subalgebra, which we will denote by H. Let A be the 
system of roots for 2 determined by H. Denote by A+ and A_ the positive 
and the negative roots of A with respect to some lexicographical ordering on 
H, fixed once and for all. 
It is well known [7, p. lOOO] that the subalgebra 
(17) 
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is a maximal nilpotent subalgebra of 6??, Moreover, every nilpotent element 
e E ?? is conjugate with some element e’ E r~ +. Hence there is no loss of 
generality assuming from now on that Xv can be written as X,=C~=,a+,E+,, 
+i E A+ for some s. We need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.1.1. For eoery nilpotent element X, there exists an auto- 
morphism U such that 
U.X,v= $ K,.h, + 2 u,;E,,, 
1 j=l 
(18) 
where {rj}, j=l,..., m, is a generating sequence for A, and Ki are such thnt 
the constants yi = 2:. = 1 Ki (q, 7,) nre nil distinct: 
4j, + 41p> j,#jzE{l ,..., m}. (9 
Proof. It is enough to show that there exists an automorphism U such 
that {LY~,LY~ ,..., CY~, - +} is a subsequence of { ri}, j = 1,. . . , m, in (18) and Ki 
satisfying (19). Here # denotes the maximal root in A, $=c:=,miai. Denote 
by O(qQ)=IZ~=,m, the order of +, and let W=ZZl=,A,E_., where {hi ,..., h,} 
are indeterminates. It can be checked that 
where Ki( .) are nonzero monomials in h i,. . , ,A,. This follows by direct 
computation, observing that the orders of the roots Pi which appear in the 
R.H.S. of the expression 
(ad,)‘.E,+ = 5 uP;Ep, 
j=l 
for any i < 0 (4) 
are equal-i.e., 0 ( /3,,) = 0 ( /3J jl, iz E { 1,. . . , K }-and also that if 
(ad,)‘-‘.E+= ,$raK.EK, 
then 0 ( pi) = 0 ( /?,‘) - 1. 
We now can proceed with the construction of the required auto- 
morphism. Assuming 0 ($,) > 0 (+J > . . . > 0 (&), one has: 
(a) If $=$1+2~!“=,ni.ai, there exist the real scalars { pii),( i=l,...,Z, 
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and a sequence of simple roots ail,. . , ,a4 such that 
U=exp 
( 
exp(adEy, ). . . exp(adEql ), 
where for typographical reasons we have temporarily written adE for ad,. 
(b) If +=+i there exist {hi},{ pi} i=l,...,Z such that 
U=exp 
For (a) we first need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.1.1(a). Given +, a positive root, +Z+, there is a sequence of 
simple roots ail,, . . , q, such that [E,,[. . . [E,,EJ . . . ]] = aE+, a #O. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the fact that 9 is a cyclic 
2 -module, and all roots are of the form # - Zkiai (see also [2], pp. 213-215). 
n 
Now 
U,.X, = exp(adEy, ). . . exp(adEql ).XN = a+.E+ + x a+,E+ 
i=l 
where +i E A+, and thus 
1 1 
+ C a+_,_E4_,_ + . . . + I2 Ki’ P,PP,, 
i=l 1 
+ -$ KY (h+)E_., + . . . +a_&+ 
i=l 
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where K,(., .), a-,, (., .) are polynomials of degree greater than one in 
{CL 1 ,..., p[}=p and {A, ,..., &}=A, I a+ # 0. Using an obvious continuity argu- 
ment one can see that there exist A and fi such that a _ a, (i, p) #O and 
has distinct components [i.e., (19) is satisfied]. Here we have denoted 
77={--(Yi,7T;,1c/}, i=l,.*., l,j=l,..., p. 
The case (b) follows easily from the above, so that Lemma 4.1.1 is 
proved. n 
We can now conclude the proof of this case using an argument like that 
in the case X = X,. Indeed, from Lemma 4.1.1 one has 
with qi = E’= i Ki (q, ri) being all distinct. 
Let Y be any regular element in H. Clearly ri( Y) # 0, i = 1,. . . , s, and let’s 
assume that only v of the eigenvalues of the restriction of ad, to 52& + . . . + 
0) &, are distinct: d 
7ri~(Y)f7ii,+iP(Y)#-~ #n-#(Y)> 
where ji+ja+..+ +j,=s. 
Denote 
Zi,=u_eE,,+. . . +a .E 
nir % 
, 
Zs=a ~,l+jp+.~.+f_* .ETi,+,*+...+, I _, + %-ET* 
Cornputing (ad,)*, . . . , (ad,)‘.? as in (16), one can find Z,, = Pi,(X, Y), . . . , Z, = 
P,(X, Y). But Zil + . . . +Z~=z~=,u~;E~,=Q(~,Y). 
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Let R(~,Y)=X-Q(X,Y)=~:I=,Ki(~,~)h,,. By the choice of yi,#y, 
for any jl i j2 one can obtain, by computing (ad, (,,&Q, . . . , (ad, (x, JQ, 
E nl,. . . , E, as polynomials in X, Y. Hence 
{x>Y}A={U2qXN,Y}A 
= {x,, u; l. u,- l. Y }*= 2.. 
The Case X= Xs + X,. Since X, is nilpotent, it can be imbedded as 
before in a three dimensional complex simple subalgebra. Hence there exist 
Z and F in 2, Z semisimple and F nilpotent, such that 
[Z,XA,]=XN, [XN,F]=Z, [Z,F]=-F. 
Moreover Z, F can be chosen such that [Z, X,] = 0. We state this as a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1.2. Let 2 be, as before, a simple Lie algebra over C, and let 
X = X, + X,, be the Jordan decomposition of an element X E 6%?. Then X, can 
be imbedded in a three dimensional simple subalgebra of $2, { Z,X,, F}, 
such that [Z,X,] =O. 
Proof. Denote by 
z? I[X,,X]=O}. 0 
2’s the kernel of ad, in 2, i.e., 2’s = {X E 
ne k nows that 2’s is a reductive subalgebra of 2 (see, e.g., 
[9], p. 352; for the definition of a reductive Lie algebra see [2], pp. 4647). It 
follows then that 
where 9 is the center of 2’s and [2’s, 5?xs] is the maximal semisimple ideal 
(see e.g., [2], p. 47, Theorem 11). 
Now it is known that given the decomposition X= Xs + X,, X, is 
nilpotent not only in 42. but also in the subalgebra 2’s. In particular ([9, p. 
3521, 
Since 2’s is reductive, one can apply Proposition 4 from [8], p. 755, to X,. It 
follows then that there exist Z, F E %?‘s such that [Z, X,] = X,, [Z, F] = - F, 
[X,,F]=Z.S~~~~ZE”~, [Z,X,]=O. n 
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Now, denote by U the automorphism: 
U = exp(adL_Z), 
where E is some real scalar. Since [ 2, X,] = 0 it follows that 
U.X = X, + e’.X,. 
In other words, any element X=X, + X, E 9 is conjugate with an 
element X, + eEXN for any E E R. In particular E can be chosen so that eE is 
arbitrarily small. But then, if Y is the element in v% such that { Y, Xs}, = $ 
(such a Y exists, as shown in the case X= X,), then for e’ sufficient small, 
(22) 
To see this, denote by W,, . . . , W,, a basis for 2 determined by the genera- 
tors X, and Y. Denote e’ = E’, and let W;(F)). . . W;(F) be a basis for the 
algebra generated by X, + s’.XN and Y. Clearly W;(e’)=C~=,cii(~‘).Wi, 
where i = 1 , . . . , m and the entries of the m x n matrix [ cii(&‘)] are rational 
functions in E’. But [cij(0)] = I. Therefore m = n, and for some E’ sufficiently 
small (or E sufficiently large and negative) the matrix [cii(&‘)] is invertible and 
(22) follows. 
But (22) implies 
{X,UP.Y},= 2. 
This concludes the proof of our main result for the case of complex 
semisimple Lie algebras. In the next subsection we extend the result to the 
real semisimple Lie algebras. 
4.2 
In order to obtain the extension of the theorem to real semisimple Lie 
algebras one proceeds as follows: 
Let 2’ be a real semisimple Lie algebra. Denote by Q its complexifica- 
tion (!AR)” = 9, and let 9~~ be a real compact form of 2. Let P denote the 
full rank linear transformation which transforms ‘&, in ‘? : I’. 2,‘ = ‘zR [ 11, p. 
2171. Let X be an element in 2R which has nontrivial projections on all the 
simple ideals of gfi. Clearly P ~ ‘.X = X, E 2,. Since all the elements in 2, 
are semisimple, X, + ix,, = 2 will be a semisimple element in !z?. Then 
one can imbed X in a Cartan subalgebra of 2, say H. By Lemma 3.2.2 there 
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exists a generating sequence of roots {pi, . . . ,rs} such that 
tr(X.h,)#O, h,EH, i=l ,**.,s 
Let Y’ = C:= ,+.h,, + CT= I E,,, hi being scalars chosen as in the proof of the 
case X = Xs of the main result. Then the algebra generated by X and Y’ over 
the complex field is { X, Y ‘} A = C . Denote by Y the following element: 
Y=i f: hj.hq+ i (E,-K,~)+~ i (E,,,+E-=,), i=VT. 
I=1 /=I i=l 
Clearly Y belongs to the compact form 9,: of 9 determined by the Weyl 
basis [lo, p. 1551. But then there exists an automorphism A ’ such that 
A ‘. 2: = 2,‘ [lo, p. 1581. On the other hand, since (2, Y’)* = 9, it follows 
by direct computation that the Lie algebra generated by X and Y over the 
complex field is also ii) : { XZ1 (1 + i), Y )A = 2. 
This implies that the Lie algebra generated by X, and A ‘+ Y over the real 
fieldis gU: {XU,At.Y}.=2,. But then { PX,, PA ‘Y } A = 2R. Since PX, = P. 
P -‘.X = X, the algebra generated by X and PA ‘Y over the reals is $?,R. 
REMARKS. 
(a) Going back to the comments regarding B,,, (Sec. 3), it is clear that 
the condition m > 1- 2 does not include the case I= 1. However, this case is 
covered by the Morozov-Jacobson theorem [2, p. 1001, since for I= 1, 9 will 
be a three dimensional complex simple Lie algebra. In this sense our result 
can be regarded as an extension of the abovementioned theorem. 
If 1=2, the condition on II, + will be satisfied by every root in the 
algebra. This fact can be directly’checked on the algebra G, (see Sec. 5). 
(b) There is a special class of elements in any simple complex Lie algebra 
which can be expressed as: 
Y,= i +E_,+ E+; (24) 
i=l 
cu,,+ being as before the simple roots and the maximal root in A. They are 
semisimple and regular in 2 and are known as the cyclic elements of the 
algebra (see [7], p, 1003). A list of properties of such elements is given in the 
references. We will describe one additional property of those elements. 
Let H be a Cartan subalgebra, A a system of roots, and { ~yi,. . . , q} a set 
of simple roots; and assume 1 > 2. Let E, for some $I EA, be the unit 
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element in the one dimensional subspace 9, of 2,. Assume $= CyZiyi.q. 
Then we have the following: 
PROPOSITION, For any cyclic element Y, and for any + E A for which 
m > l- 2, there exists an automorphism U such that 
{E,,U-Y,},= 2. 
Proof. Since any two cyclic elements are automorphic [7, Theorem 6.21, 
it is enough to show that in (24) the scalars {hi,, , . , A,} =A can be chosen so 
that 
{c#,,y,}A= 9.
Let 0 ($I) = xy= iqi denote the order of +. It can be checked that 
(adyO)o(m’+ E,= 5 K, (W,,, 
i=l 
K, ( *) being monomials in hi,. . . , A, as in Lemma 4.1.1. Denote by X, the 
R.H.S. of (25). 
Using the fact that the submatrix formed by the first m rows and I+ 1 
columns of the augmented Cartan matrix B, + defined in (5) has no two 
identical columns, applying Lemma 3.1.1 and taking into account that Ki ( .) 
are continuous functions of X, one can choose i= {i,, . . . ,&} in (24) so that 
for all ii # is E { 1, . . . , I}. It follows then that {Xi, Y,,}* = 2. But this clearly 
implies {E,,Y,}= 9. l 
5. APPLICATIONS 
As an application of the results given in Sets. 3 and 4 we will describe 
the generators of a Lie algebra which lately appears to have significant 
applications in elementary particle physics [ll], the simple complex Lie 
algebra G,. 
As it is well known, such an algebra, in Car-tan’s classification, can be 
realized as the derivation of the Cayley algebra. It has dimension 14, the 
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Cartan subalgebras have dimension 2, and it has a representation in terms of 
7 x 7 traceless matrices [ll, p. 571. For convenience we give the canonical 
basis elements of 6, as it is described in [ll], pp. 58-60. If (~r,ua denote the 
simple positive roots of G,, the set of all roots is given by 
A:{kY 1’ * oa, + ( a,+a,), +r+2cyZ), k(q+3a,), t(2a,+3a,)}. 
hi) We denote by E, the (i, j) entry of the 7 x 7 root vector E,, y E A, and 
by h, = (E,, E_ y) the semisimple element corresponding to it. Then the 
canonical basis is [ll, p. 571 
-0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
kq= 
0 
1 0 
0 -1 
0 
- 
0 0 
0 
1 
0 9 
1 0 0 
0 -1 0 
0 0 0 
0 
2 
0 
-2 
1 
-1 
~(56) = 1 
E. a1 ’ 
aI’ Et&% = 1 
a1 
the rest of the entries being zero; 
~(6.7) = 1 
% 
,24) = e 
EC12: 
VT v3’ 
E(4.5) = ?%_ 
a2 
E&z) = 1 
ei’ as v3’ 
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the rest of the entries being zero; 
the rest of the entries being zero; 
E (4,7) la 
a,+2az = 
_ _ 
E 
VT?’ 
a,+za,: 
EL3;Ghap = -!L 
1 
VT 
V’T E(1.4) _ ~ 
a,+za, = 
the rest of the entries being zero; 
E 
EC& = 1, 
a,+3a*: j&i,’ = _ 1 
1 2 
the rest of the entries being zero; 
E 
E$2,,T3a = - 1, 
zu, +3a,: 
&$3,‘= - 1 
I 2 
the rest of the entries being zero. 
The negative root vectors are given by the formula E _y = - E,?, y E A, 
and k?,+012 = haI + ha2, etc. We consider now two cases: 
(a) Let X = X, = ha, be our given element in the algebra. In order to find 
a generating pair for it, following the steps indicated in Sec. 4, one has to 
find first a generating sequence {TV}, i = 1,. . . , s, such that tr(X.h,,) #O. One 
such sequence is S = {(pi + 3a,, - cx2, - (CY, + LYE)}. 
Indeed, from the elements of 6 by repeated addition one can obtain A, 
and [ignoring the constant factor in the formula (X, Y) = 2n tr X. Y] 
(“i,Cxi+3Cx2)= -2, (Lu,, -(Y2)=2, ((Yi, - ((Yi + (Y2)) = -2. 
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Denoting the elements of 6 by ~i,~s,~a, we form the matrix 
‘cx,,= [ (aiaTj)]i=1,2; j-1,2,3= -E _ 9 -f 
[ 
’ 
3 3 1 
such that XTB,,, has distinct components is h”= r I1 
1 A2 J 
Then we claim that the element 
l-11’ 
Y=h,,-h,p+E,1+3012+E-a2+E-(.I+ap) 
will generate G,, together with X. 
Indeed, 
(ad,)Y= -2E,1+,,1+2E-,2-2E-(,1+,2), 
(adx)2Y=4(E,1+3ap+E-a2+E-(a,+az)). 
Equation (27) implies 
E -a2 = t(ad,)Y+ $(adx)2Y 
and 
E a,+3a,+E-(al+a*)= - +(ad,)Y+ Q(adx)2Y= Q’(X, Y), 
which implies 
h,,-&=Y-$(adx)Y-$(adx)‘Y=R(X,Y). 
From (28) and (29) one gets 
(a+p,r))Q’(X,Y)= -4%,+auz- !E-(,l+,,), 
(ad,(X,Y))2Q’(X,y)=16E,1+3,1+~E-(=1+a,). 
Equation (31) implies 
E q+3a2= - d(adR)Q’- &(a&)‘Q’, 
E- (al+Llp)= - i(ah)Q’- &J4d2Q’. 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
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The rest of the canonical basis elements are easily obtained from (28) and 
(32) as polynomials in X and Y. 
(b) Consider now X = X, = Eza, +3a, + Ea, +a*. Since $ = 2a, + 3a,, we 
apply to X, the automorphism 
U=exp ad 
( 1 XIE_,,+XzE_,I . 
(33) 
One obtains 
U.X,= (Ai+ F)ha,+ (ha+ F)&+ !r p,(h,,A,)E,~, (34) 
where pi (hi, X,) are polynomials in A,, h, and { 711) coincides with the set of 
all roots of G,. 
Now the matrix 
where 7~~ =2a, +3ti,, ~a= (pi +3~ya,. . .,7~ia= -2a, -3a,, becomes 
B 
2 -2 0 -2 
4 -2 2-4 2 0 2 -2 = a,71 0 2 4 3 -2 d -4 2 _$ _$ -2 0 I * (35) 
For h, = 1, ha = - 1 the scalars & [from (18) and (34)] are K, = - :, K, = + 8, 
and they satisfy the condition (19), as one can easily check using (35). Also 
one can verify that pi (1, - 1) # 0, I= 1, . . . ,12. 
It follows that for any regular element Y in the Cartan subalgebra of G,, 
wehave {X,,U-‘.Y}.=G,, where Uisgivenby (34) withA,=l,X,=-1. 
The rest of the computation concerning this case is in fact given in Sec. 4 
and will not be repeated. 
The axthor wishes to thank Professor M. Shashahani and the reviewer for 
their valuable comments. He is also grateful to Professor R. Brockett for his 
support. 
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